Why weight?
Whether phylogenetic data should be differentially or equally weighted is currently debated. Further, if differential weighting is to be explored, there is no consensus among investigators as to which weighting scheme is most appropriate. Mitochondrial genome data offer a powerful tool in assessment of differential weighting schemes because taxa can be selected from which a highly corroborated phylogeny is available (so that accuracy can be assessed), and it can be assumed that different data partitions share the same history (so that gene-sorting issues are not so problematic). Using mitochondrial data from 17 mammalian genomes, we evaluated the most commonly used weighting schemes, such as successive weighting, transversion weighting, codon-based weighting, and amino acid coding, and compared them to more complex weighting schemes including a 6-parameter weighting, pseudoreplicate reweighting, and tri-level weighting. We found that the most commonly used weighting schemes perform the worst with these data. Some of the more complex schemes perform well, however, none of them is consistently superior. These results support ones biases; if one has a predilection to avoid differential weighting, these data support equally weighted parsimony and maximum likelihood. Others might be encouraged by these results to try weighting as a form of data exploration.